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AFRICAN FILM: THE HIGH PRICE OF DIV ISION ------ ---
by 

Renee Poussaint 

An examination of the development and current state of 
African film brings with it a strikingly and seemingly inev
itable unfolding of internal divisions and conflicts which, 
though in a sense involuntary, are no less damaging to the 
constructive development of African film. These divisions 
are to a large extent reflective of more sweeping political 
and sociological problems facing the continent today, and can 
only be understood in that greater context. The post-inde
pendence struggles of the individual African nations are 
strongly reflected in the birth pangs of this new cinematic 
art form which is fighting its own battle for recognition 
and independence. 

The most immediately noticeable division wi thin the 
all-encompassing category of African film is a geographic 
one. It quickly becomes apparent that the term African film 
may mean different areas to different people. It may sig
nify North African film, Francophone African film, or Anglo
phone African film. Although these divisions are not desired 
on the pan-Africanist level, there is tacit acceptance of 
their existance in the very fact that no one thus far has 
been able to present an authoritative analysis of African 
film without adhering to those divisions. For example, the 
veteran Senegalese filmmaker, Paulin Vieyra, in writing his 
article "Le Film Africain" (Afl"ican Arts/Arts d 'Afrique, 
Vol . 1, No . 3), limits himself explicitly not only to those 
films "d'expression fran~aise", but implicitly to French 
African films produced in sub-Saharan Africa. Yet simul
taneously, in tracing the beginning of "le film africain", 
Vieyra states: One can date the birth of Afl"ican film from 
the year Z924 . In this year, a Tunisian, Sama ChikZi , made 
a short film enti tZed "GhezaZ Za fiZ Ze de Carthage ". Thus , 
Vieyra establishes the birth of African film in a North Afri
can country. 

On the other hand, Guy Hennebelle in L'Afl"ique Litteraire 
et Artistique (No . 4, April, 1969 ) maintains that: 

African cinema is emerging ZittZe by Zitt Ze from a 
vacuum . It is hardly necessary to recaZZ t hat up t o 
Z960 , as the histol"ian Georges SadouZ wrote, no inte 
grally African film has been made . 

Hennebel le prefers to date the commencement of African film 
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government was raised several times both formally and infor
mally at the UCLA Festival . There was some feeling among 
those who attended the screenings that the films, on the 
whole, were notably "tame" in terms of a critical treatment 
of current problems in their respective countries . Mousta
pha Alassane's (Niger) lively animated Le Voyage de Sim was 
a satiric look at the immense pomp and circumstance involved 
in state visits by African government representatives to 
other countries. In a discussion following the film , when 
questioned as to the reaction of his government to the im
plicit criticism in the short, Mr. Alassane began by reply
ing that those government officials who had seen it were 
generally favorable, if not enthusiastic about it. He felt 
that the film's animated form made its message more palatable 
to the officials, and he conversely seemed to imply that had 
the form been more realistic, government censure would have 
been expected. As the questioning continued with the inqui
ries emphasizing the inherent criticism of the government 
shown in Le Voyage de Sim , Mr. Alassane progressively stressed 
the positive aspects of state visits, e.g. good will, morale 
of the people, etc., and seemed to prefer that his film be 
accepted simply as a casual sati rical experiment in the use 
of animated form, rather than the semi -revolutionary critique 
others might have wished it to be. 

One of the only other films shown at the Festival which 
dealt openly and forcefully with the internal difficulties 
of post-independence was Cabascabo by Oumarou Ganda of Niger. 
This film related the conflicts and difficulties encountered 
by an African soldier returning from the war in Indochina and 
attempting to readjust to his society. Mr. Ganda, who played 
the title role, dealt directly with such problem areas as 
prostitution, official governmental blackballing of private 
citi zens , the continuing presence of whites in positions of 
authority , etc. Due to the anti-hero nature of the central 
character, however , the film left the audience in some doubt 
as to how much of Cabascabo's difficulties were a function 
of his own personality quirks as opposed to inequities in 
the society as a whole. At any rate, some general social 
criticism did emerge from the filM, as Mr. Ganda apparently 
intended, for as he said in an interview included in L 'Afrique 
LittePaiPe et APtistique (No. 4, April, 1969): 

PoP me, filrrtnak.ing Pepresents a means of socia~ Pather 
than po'litica~ action . In OUP countPies, cinBma must 
be Pe Lat;ed to education and re Uz:caUon. At the same 
time, it must not faU to dea~ IJlith situations reflect
ing po 'li tical ciPcwns tances . 

On the other hand, Ousmane Sembene's Mandabi ("Le Mandat") 
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marily foreign sources. Mandabi was produced solely with 
funds from a French film company, and Sembene has been 
severely criticized for this. 

A je~ malicious people repPOach me for having made 
films ~th French money. In fact, it ~ ~th an 
advance on receipts gl'<I11ted by Malrauz that I ~ 
able to make "Le Mandat". I reply that, in effect, 
it's a contradiction . But I had no choice: between 
~ contradictions, one must choose the smallest. I 
had ~ solutions: ta1<e this money which enabled me 
to find a French producer and make my film, or refuse 
the money and not make the film. It is very clear, 
very simple, just as two and two make four. If an 
African country had proposed a budget, I would have 
accepted it joyfUlly. This ~s not the oase. I take 
money ~here I find it. I am ready to ally myself 
~th the devil if he ~ll give me the money to make 
films . (Sembene Interview, L'Afrique Litteraire et 
Artistique, No. 7). 

According to Sembene, the only condition of this support was 
that the film be produced not only in the Wolof language, as 
he wished, but also in a second French version. There was, 
however, no interference in either the structure or content 
of the film. There seems to be an implication in both Sem
bene's own remarks and the actual reaction of his government 
to Mandabi that similar freedom might not have been possible 
had his government been the filmts primary financial supporter. 

Sembene is well-established enough now in the interna
tional cinema arena to go largely his own way with his work. 
Because of this, he speaks out clearly and frankly in his 
critical evaluation of his country's progress. Film for 
Ousmane Sembene is first and foremost a political activity. 

What interests me is to expose the problems confronting 
my people . I am not an intellectual of the left. In 
fact, I am not an intellectual at all. I consider film 
as essentially a means of political action. As I have 
al~ays said, I make reference to Marxism-Leninism. I 
am in favor of scientific socialism. Yet, as I always 
attempt to be precise about it, I am not an advocate 
of "socialist realism" nor of a ''billboard cinema" 
~th slogans and demonstrations. To me, revolutionary 
film is something else. And then, I am not naive 
enough to believe that I can change Senegalese reality 
~th one film. On the other hand, if~ can come to
gether as a group of filrrmakers, each making films 
oriented in the same manner, I feel we could e::r:ert 
some small influence on our countries' destinies. (ibid.) 
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Inherent in these arguments seems to be a fundamental 
lack of willingness or ability to rely on the African market 
as a potentially important major supportive base . It seems 
to be inconceivable to a number of African filmmakers that 
they might survive and even prosper by practising their art 
primarily for their own people, with little concern that 
their talents be lauded in European cinema circles. It is 
indeed true that the two French distributing companies have 
been reluctant to handle African films, and it is general ly 
agreed that this reluctance is due to their belief that Afri
can films are not profit-making ventures. As a result, they 
have flooded the African market with badly made European 
and American action films which provide enough visual diver
sion to remove the necessity of relating to the dialogue. 
There are many excellent European and American films which 
COMACICO and SECMA probably refuse to hand le on the basis 
that being non-action films, they require an understanding 
of the story line and, therefore, the language which the 
majority of the African people do not have. Unless African 
filmmakers are to be reduced to duplicating Grade D foreign 
films, they must find an alternative means of allowing their 
aud iences to comprehend and thus appreciate their films. 
Certainly such films as Concerto pour un Exi~ and One Femme 
au couteau would be largely unintelligible to the average 
African worker, both on the level of language and content. 

Once again, Dusmane Sembene has taken the lead in deal 
ing effectively with the problem of language by producing 
Mandabi in Wolof , the language of 85% of the Senegalese popu
lation. The film is then subtitled for distribution abroad . 
The reception of Mandabi among the Senegalese people has 
been enthusiastic. 

The most frequent popular reaction to "M::zndabi" was 
"Bahrna", Wowf for (rough~y) "Good, that's right". 
Europeans viewing the fi ~ in Dal<ar were aware that 
Senega~ese viewers, responding spontaneous~y to the 
Wolof diawgue, felt a kind of pride of ownership in 
it; it stirred a significant sentiment of national 
honor. ("Engaged Film-making for a New Society'; 
Africa Report , November, 1970) . 

Attention should also be given to Ganda's Cabascabo which was 
filmed at least partly in his country's major l anguage. It 
would appear that if an African filmmaker is to address him
self to his own people (which should be his primary concern) 
he cannot do other than use the language of his people. 

Perhaps the use of English and French has a more funda
mental and subjective basis than those arguments put forth 
by the filmmakers themselves. The language division is indi-








